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The Study of LanguageCambridge University Press
This book is a thorough revision of the highly successful text first published in 1994. The authors retain the
multidisciplinary approach that presents research from linguistics, sociology, psychology, and education, in a format
designed for use in an introductory course for undergraduate or graduate students. The research is updated throughout
and there are new sections and chapters in this second edition as well. New chapters cover child language acquisition
(first and second), Universal Grammar, and instructed language learning; new sections address issues, such as what
data analysis doesn't show, replication of research findings, interlanguage transfer (multilingual acquisition and transfer),
the aspect hypothesis, general nativism, connectionist approaches, and implicit/explicit knowledge. Major updates
include nonlanguage influences and the lexicon. The workbook, Second Language Learning Data Analysis, Second
Edition, makes an ideal accompaniment to the text.
Like Darwin's Origin of Species, Marsh's Man and Nature marked the inception of a truly modern way of looking at the
world, of taking care lest we irreversibly degrade the fabric of humanized nature we are bound to manage. Marsh's
ominous warnings inspired reforestation, watershed management, soil conservation, and nature protection in his day and
ours."-Proceedings of the annual meeting of the Society in v. 1-11, 1925-34. After 1934 they appear in Its Bulletin.
Over the years, pragmatics - the study of the use and meaning of utterances to their situations - has become a more and
more important branch of linguistics, as the inadequacies of a purely formalist, abstract approach to the study of
language have become more evident. This book presents a rhetorical model of pragmatics: that is, a model which studies
linguistic communication in terms of communicative goals and principles of 'good communicative behaviour'. In this
respect, Geoffrey Leech argues for a rapprochement between linguistics and the traditional discipline of rhetoric. He does
not reject the Chomskvan revolution of linguistics, but rather maintains that the language system in the abstract - i.e. the
'grammar' broadly in Chomsky's sense - must be studied in relation to a fully developed theory of language use. There is
therefore a division of labour between grammar and rhetoric, or (in the study of meaning) between semantics and
pragmatics. The book's main focus is thus on the development of a model of pragmatics within an overall functional
model of language. In this it builds on the speech avct theory of Austin and Searle, and the theory of conversational
implicature of Grice, but at the same time enlarges pragmatics to include politeness, irony, phatic communion, and other
social principles of linguistic behaviour.
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This volume shows how linguistics can be integrated into school curricula, presenting research and practice in the field of
language within education.
This volume brings together a number of papers by Vivian Salmon, previously published in various journals and
collections that are unfamiliar, and perhaps even inaccessible, to historians of the study of language. The central theme
of the volume is the study of language in England in the 17th century. Papers in the first section treat aspects of the
history of language teaching. The second section consists of three articles on the history of grammatical theory. The
papers in the third and final section deal with the search for the ‘universal language’.
Drawing on work in linguistics, language acquisition, and computer science, Adele E. Goldberg proposes that
grammatical constructions play a central role in the relation between the form and meaning of simple sentences. She
demonstrates that the syntactic patterns associated with simple sentences are imbued with meaning—that the
constructions themselves carry meaning independently of the words in a sentence. Goldberg provides a comprehensive
account of the relation between verbs and constructions, offering ways to relate verb and constructional meaning, and to
capture relations among constructions and generalizations over constructions. Prototypes, frame semantics, and
metaphor are shown to play crucial roles. In addition, Goldberg presents specific analyses of several constructions,
including the ditransitive and the resultative constructions, revealing systematic semantic generalizations. Through a
comparison with other current approaches to argument structure phenomena, this book narrows the gap between
generative and cognitive theories of language.
This is an introduction to pragmatics, the study of how people make sense of each other linguistically. The author
explains, and illustrates, basic concepts such as the co-operative principle, deixis, and speech acts, providing a clear,
concise foundation for further study.
Linguistics, or the science of language, emerged as an independent field of study in the nineteenth century, amid the
religious and scientific ferment of the Victorian era. William Dwight Whitney, one of that period's most eminent language
scholars, argued that his field should be classed among the social sciences, thus laying a theoretical foundation for
modern sociolinguistics. William Dwight Whitney and the Science of Language offers a full-length study of America's
pioneer professional linguist, the founder and first president of the American Philological Association and a renowned
Orientalist. In recounting Whitney's remarkable career, Stephen G. Alter examines the intricate linguistic debates of that
period as well as the politics of establishing language study as a full-fledged science. Whitney's influence, Alter argues,
extended to the German Neogrammarian movement and the semiotic theory of Ferdinand de Saussure. This exploration
of an early phase of scientific language study provides readers with a unique perspective on Victorian intellectual life as
well as on the transatlantic roots of modern linguistic theory.
General extenders are phrases like 'or something', 'and everything', 'and things (like that)', 'and stuff (like that)', and 'and
so on'. Although they are an everyday feature of spoken language, are crucial in successful interpersonal
communication, and have multiple functions in discourse, they have so far gone virtually unnoticed in linguistics. This
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pioneering work provides a comprehensive description of this new linguistic category. It offers new insights into ongoing
changes in contemporary English, the effect of grammaticalization, novel uses as associative plural markers and
indicators of intertextuality, and the metapragmatic role of extenders in interaction. The forms and functions of general
extenders are presented clearly and accessibly, enabling students to understand a number of different frameworks of
analysis in discourse-pragmatic studies. From an applied perspective, the book presents a description of translation
equivalents, an analysis of second language variation, and practical exercises for teaching second language learners of
English.
There is not a single book that gives a systematic description of George Orwell’s views on language. Andrei Reznikov’s work is
the first attempt to fill this gap. Reznikov puts together the pieces of Orwell’s language puzzle, scattered throughout his essays,
diaries, letters, radio talks and fiction, and proposes the Newspeak model as Orwell’s way to formulate his theory. The theory is
then tested with illustrative examples from three languages—modern English, Nazi German, and Soviet Russian. Finally, the author
describes bias-free language as an implementation of Orwell’s ideas.
Demonstrates Orwell's stylistic versatility
Prodigiously learned, alive to the massive social changes of her time, defiant of many Victorian orthodoxies, George Eliot has
always challenged her readers. She is at once chronicler and analyst, novelist of nostalgia and monumental thinker. In her great
novel Middlemarch she writes of 'that tempting range of relevancies called the universe'. This volume identifies a range of
'relevancies' that inform both her fictional and her non-fictional writings. The range and scale of her achievement are brought into
focus by cogent essays on the many contexts - historical, intellectual, political, social, cultural - to her work. In addition there are
discussions of her critical history and legacy, as well as of the material conditions of production and distribution of her novels and
her journalism. The volume enables fuller understanding and appreciation, from a twenty-first-century standpoint, of the life and
work of one of the nineteenth century's major writers.
??????????????????
Today there is a reawakening interest in how language affects our lives. It comes with every threat to our safety and every promise
of better times. It is a burning issue among minorities and a running debate between the attackers and defenders of our schools.
Our deepest problems all are entangled with it: What shall be the official speech of emerging nations like Zambia and the
Philippines, or even in certain areas of established ones like Belgium and Canada? What kind of English should be taught, or
should there be no standard at all? How is government to make its regulations understandable? What are the verbal persuasions
of television doing to our children? Which way does information flow, what are its biases, when does it inform and when conceal,
and who benefits? Are the people who consider themselves experts in these matters as expert as they pretend to be? We feel
adrift in a sea of words, and would welcome and a chart and a compass. Language – The Loaded Weapon offers a glimpse of
what the recent study of language is beginning to tell us about these things. It explains in simple terms the essentials of linguistic
form and meaning, and applies them to illuminate questions of correctness, truth, class and dialect, manipulation through
advertising and propaganda, sexual and other discrimination, official obfuscation and the maintenance of power, and – most
pervasive of all – language as the vital agent with which we build our worlds. Explaining language has been Dwight Bolinger’s life
work, and as his invigorating new book amply shows he believes that what is true and important can also be made clear and
pleasurable.
This book traces the lines of research that grew out of Thomas Bever's "The Cognitive Basis of Linguistic Structures". Leading
scientists review over 40 years of debates on the factors at play in language comprehension, production, and acquisition; the
current status of universals; and virtually every topic relevant in psycholinguistics since 1970.
From the Renaissance onwards, European scholars began to collect and study the various languages of the Old and the New Worlds. The
recognition of language diversity encouraged them to explain how differences between languages emerged, why languages kept changing,
and in what language families they could be classified. The present volume brings together the papers of the late George J. Metcalf
(1908–1994) that discuss the search for possible genetic language relationships, and the study of language developments and origins, in
Early Modern Europe. Two general chapters, surveying the period between the 16th and 18th century, are followed by detailed case studies
of the contributions of Swiss, Dutch, and German scholars such as Theodor Bibliander (1504–1564), Konrad Gesner (1516–1565), Philippus
Cluverius (1580–1623), Hugo Grotius (1583–1645), and Justus Georg Schottelius (1612–1676). This collection of important studies, a
number of which have become very hard to find, has been framed by a detailed Editors' Introduction, a biographical sketch of the author, a
master list of references, and indexes of biographical names and of subjects, terms, and languages.
This is a fac simile edition of Bloomfield's An Introduction to the Study of Language (New York 1914), with an introductory article by Joseph
S. Kess. Leonard Bloomfield (1887-1949) was responsible for two classic textbooks in the field of linguistics. The earlier, reproduced here,
shows some striking differences to his later views, reflecting much of the then-current thinking on language matters. As such, it represents not
only an interesting commentary on the theoretical development of an extremely influential linguist, but more importantly, it is a telling
document in the evolving history of the discipline and a rich source for the (psycho)linguist interested in how and why we got from where we
were to where we are.
Beginning with the anthropological linguistic tradition associated primarily with the names of Franz Boas, Edward Sapir and their students and
concluding with the work of Noam Chomsky and William Labov at the end of the century. This book offers a comprehensive account of
essential periods and areas of research in the history of American Linguistics and also addresses contemporary debates and issues within
linguistics. Topics covered include: * The sources of the 'Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis' * Leonard Bloomfield and the Cours de linguistique
générale * The 'Chomskyan Revolution' and its Historiography * The Origins of Morphophonemics in American Linguistics *William Labov and
the Origins of Sociolinguistics in America. Toward a History of American Linguistics will be invaluable reading for academics and advanced
students within the fields of linguistics and the history of linguistics.
This bestselling textbook provides an engaging and user-friendly introduction to the study of language. Assuming no prior knowledge of the
subject, Yule presents information in bite-sized sections, clearly explaining the major concepts in linguistics through all the key elements of
language. This sixth edition has been revised and updated throughout, with substantial changes made to the chapters on phonetics, grammar
and syntax, and eighty new study questions. To increase student engagement and to foster problem-solving and critical thinking skills, the
book also includes twenty new tasks. An expanded and revised online study guide provides students with further resources, including
answers and tutorials for all tasks, while encouraging lively and proactive learning. This is the most fundamental and easy-to-use introduction
to the study of language.
????:Language and mind
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The Handbook of Korean Linguistics presents state-of-the-art overviews of the linguistic research on the Korean language. • Structured to
allow a range of theoretical perspectives in addressing linguistic phenomena • Includes chapters on Old Korean and Middle Korean, presentday language policies in North and South Korea, social aspects of Korean as a heritage language, and honorifics • Indispensable and unique
resource not only for those studying Korean linguistics but cross-linguistic research in general

"George Eliot; a Critical Study of Her Life, Writings and Philosophy" by George Willis Cooke. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
This study explores the ways in which George Eliot's involvement with contemporary scientific theory affected the evolution of her
fiction. Drawing on the work of such theorists as Comte, Spencer, Lewes, Bain, Carpenter, von Hartmann and Bernard, Dr
Shuttleworth shows how, as Eliot moved from Adam Bede to Daniel Deronda, her conception of a conservative, static and
hierarchical model of society gave way to a more dynamic model of social and psychological life.
The essays in this volume suggest that the emergence of language as an autonomous object of discourse was closely connected
with the consolidation of new and sometimes competing forms of political community in the period following the French Revolution
and the global spread of European power.
There is not a single book that gives a systematic description of George Orwells views on language. Andrei Reznikovs work is the
first attempt to fill this gap. Reznikov puts together the pieces of Orwells language puzzle, scattered throughout his essays, diaries,
letters, radio talks and fiction, and proposes the Newspeak model as Orwells way to formulate his theory. The theory is then tested
with illustrative examples from three languagesmodern English, Nazi German, and Soviet Russian. Finally, the author describes
bias-free language as an implementation of Orwells ideas.
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion, a
didactic play written with the purpose to teach the audience. As a play of the early-twentieth century, its story and relevance
continues to play out in modern movies, musicals, and movie musicals. Moreover, Pygmalion’s success can be attributed to its
challenging of a universal truth that in the English-speaking world, there seems to be only one “sufficient” way to speak it. This
Bright Notes Study Guide explores the context and history of George Bernard Shaw’s classic work, helping students to thoroughly
explore the reasons it has stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and
the Work - Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes
Study Guide series offers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical commentary,
historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding by
including essay questions and answers as well as topics for further research.
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